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An outstanding challenge in the nascent field of materials infor-
matics is to incorporate materials knowledge in a robust Bayesian
approach to guide the discovery of new materials. Utilizing
inputs from known phase diagrams, features or material descrip-
tors that are known to affect the ferroelectric response, and
Landau–Devonshire theory, we demonstrate our approach for
BaTiO3-based piezoelectrics with the desired target of a vertical
morphotropic phase boundary. We predict, synthesize, and char-
acterize a solid solution, (Ba0.5Ca0.5)TiO3-Ba(Ti0.7Zr0.3)O3, with
piezoelectric properties that show better temperature reliability
than other BaTiO3-based piezoelectrics in our initial training data.
piezoelectric materials | materials informatics | Bayesian learning |
morphotropic phase boundary | Pb-free materials
Accelerating the process of materials design and discovery isan emerging theme in materials science (1). The emphasis
has so far largely been on screening databases or using data-
driven approaches that infer predictions directly from the data,
be it from high-throughput calculations or experimental mea-
surements (2–6). However, a distinguishing aspect of materi-
als science is that in addition to data there exists a substantial
body of knowledge in the form of phenomenological models
and physical theories that could be used to constrain the infer-
ence models. Hence, a key challenge in materials informatics
is to incorporate knowledge to make predictions that are more
robust than would be possible by using data alone. Although
such knowledge is used in choosing features or descriptors for
materials informatics (7–9), it has seldom been used to encode
prior information in the form of probability distributions and
uncertainties for predicting novel materials with desired prop-
erties. Bayesian inference, which permits integration of prior
knowledge or beliefs with the observed data, has shown con-
siderable promise in cancer genomics (10) using metabolic
pathway information, and in systems biology (11), but has
been little explored in materials science. Our objective is to
combine empirical data and materials knowledge within a
Bayesian approach coupled to the results of Landau–Devonshire
theory (12, 13) to design better BaTiO3-based lead-free
piezoelectrics.
Piezoelectric materials, such as the solid solutions of BaTiO3,
are best suited for exploring Bayesian inference methods because
historically they are well modeled by Landau–Devonshire the-
ory (12–14) and equations exist for describing some of the key
characteristics that determine the functional response, such as
the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) (15, 16). These equa-
tions serve as “constraints” that encode prior knowledge within
our Bayesian formalism. Furthermore, BaTiO3-based solid solu-
tions represent an important class of potential substitutes for
Pb-based materials, which suffer from environmental concerns.
Akin to the Pb-based piezoelectrics, MPBs can be established
in BaTiO3-based solid solutions that enable polarization and
structural instabilities giving rise to a large electromechanical
response. For example, Liu and Ren (17) synthesized and charac-
terized the solid solution x (Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3−Ba(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3
and reported a piezoelectric response, d33 (the longitudinal
piezoelectric strain coefficient), of the order of 600 pC/N at the
MPB, which is even greater than that for polycrystalline lead zir-
conate titanate. However, it suffers from inferior temperature
reliability (18), that is, for a fixed MPB composition d33 varies
substantially with temperature. This inferior temperature relia-
bility is a characteristic feature of other Pb-free piezoelectric sys-
tems as well, for example, Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3 and K0.5Na0.5NbO3,
and is reflected in the tilted or curved MPB in the temperature
vs. composition phase diagram (19). As shown in Fig. 1A, a ver-
tical MPB ensures that the piezoelectric material is always in the
vicinity of the MPB region as a function of temperature, but for
a curved or tilted MPB, as the temperature deviates from the
MPB line, the system is further removed from structural insta-
bilities and the piezoelectric properties are severely affected, as
shown schematically in Fig. 1B. Therefore, our design target is
to find novel BaTiO3-based lead-free piezoelectrics with a
vertical MPB (i.e., from Fig. 1B to Fig. 1A) so that the piezo-
electric response is not compromised over the entire operating
temperature range.
One of the common approaches to designing MPBs in solid
solutions is to combine a tetragonal (T) end compound [which
undergoes a cubic (C)-to-T transition] with a rhombohedral
(R) end compound (C-to-R transition) to form a pseudobi-
nary solid solution (17). This approach has led to a num-
ber of BaTiO3-based solid solutions, such as x (Ba0.7Ca0.3)
TiO3−Ba(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3, x (Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3−Ba(Sn0.12Ti0.88)
O3 and x (Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3−Ba(Hf0.2Ti0.8)O3 (17, 20, 21),
which afford ease of synthesis but are characterized by an
MPB with significant curvature. The choice of dopant added to
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Fig. 1. Importance of vertical MPB for superior piezoelectric perfor-
mance in the composition–temperature phase diagram for ferroelectric sys-
tems. A vertical MPB, as schematically shown in A, provides temperature-
independent d33 piezoelectric property (Right) for the MPB composition
(XMPB), which is desirable for practical applications. In contrast, a tilted
MPB (as shown in B) gives rise to highly temperature-sensitive d33 prop-
erty (Right), which is undesirable. Notice that in A with the vertical MPB,
d33 max is sustained for a larger temperature interval for the XMPB com-
position. However, in B for the composition XMPB, d33 max occur only
at room temperature (RT), because only at this temperature XMPB resides
at the MPB. All known BaTiO3-based piezoelectric materials exhibit tilted
MPB as shown in B. Our objective is to discover new chemical com-
positions that may have the desired vertical MPB in BaTiO3-based solid
solutions.
BaTiO3, as well as their relative concentrations, can affect the
MPB shape and curvature. Hence, an outstanding challenge is
to predict optimal chemical compositions of dopants at the T
and R ends that will give rise to a vertical MPB. This is a non-
trivial task because it is an inverse problem with a vast search
space; it can be as large as having to experimentally determine
over 1,200 phase diagrams, and each phase diagram requires
the synthesis of several (6 to 14) different compositions. Thus,
mapping out the phase diagrams is very time-consuming and has
been done for only a handful of compositions. Moreover, the fea-
tures that control the MPB in the phase diagram are also not
known. There are also no a priori models in the literature for
the predictive design of piezoelectrics with targeted MPB cur-
vature, and trial and error and intuition have been the primary
means by which experimentalists have tried to search for new
compositions.
Although high-throughput ab initio calculations have been
used for piezoelectric materials design (22), these efforts are not
suitable for exploring a vast search space involving solid solu-
tions and predicting temperature dependence of MPB compo-
sitions. Whereas the emphasis in materials informatics over the
last few years has centered on discovering new materials with tar-
geted properties, the use of information sciences in materials is
not new. Chelikowsky and Phillips (23) studied the classic prob-
lem of classifying AB sp-bonded octet solids with sixfold coordi-
nated rock salt or fourfold coordinated zinc blende/wurtzite in
the 1970s. They constructed 2D maps to classify the AB com-
pounds, and this problem has been revisited recently from a
statistical learning perspective (8, 24, 25). A range of materials
regression problems, from melting temperatures of solids (26)
to dielectric constants and band gaps of polymers (27), have
also been studied using machine learning tools such as kernel
ridge and support vector regression. Bayesian-based Gaus-
sian process models have also been applied to predict ther-
mal conductivity in solids (28). However, these approaches
have largely been data-driven with materials knowledge used
to construct features. Although some of the recent adaptive
strategies can potentially overcome certain shortcomings (6,
29), a principled approach requires integrating prior informa-
tion with available data within a Bayesian framework. Few
attempts, if any, in the materials literature incorporate theory
within a Bayesian formalism to constrain the model outcomes.
This becomes important for materials design problems involving
small data sizes, especially when the objective is to make
predictions in a relatively large search space (such as those
discussed here).
Here, we develop a Bayesian approach for piezoelectric
materials design that uses the experimental phase diagrams
and Landau–Devonshire theory of ferroelectric phase transi-
tions, in conjunction with the inference model, to predict the
composition x (Ba0.5Ca0.5)TiO3−Ba(Zr0.30Ti0.70)O3. Synthesis
reveals that this solid solution has, indeed, 15% less MPB
curvature and improved temperature-insensitive d33 response
relative to the best-known material in our training dataset.
Further iteration via feedback did not improve the predic-
tions. Our work demonstrates how functional relationships from
Landau theory, when integrated into a Bayesian learning frame-
work, can guide the design of new materials with targeted
response.
Results
Our Bayesian approach for materials design involves three key
elements, namely, data, prior knowledge, and learning, for guid-
ing the experimental synthesis efforts.
Data.
Property. Our approach involves building a regression model,
y = f (z ) ± σ, which enables prediction of y with associated
uncertainties (σ) from features (z ). We learn f from known
experimental data and, in turn, use it to predict y with σ for all
compositions in the unexplored or “virtual” dataset. Because the
MPB is a function of temperature τ (in ◦C) and concentration x
(Fig. 1), we perform a quadratic fit, τ(x ) = A1x2 + A2x + C ,
in which we identify three coordinates in the (x , τ) phase dia-
gram: (i) (x1, 25), (ii) (x1,−75), and (iii) (x2,−75), where 25
and −75 are temperatures in ◦C and the coordinates (x1, 25)
and (x2,−75) should lie on the MPB curve. The difference
between x2 and x1 (the y coordinates of which correspond to
−75◦C) is denoted by dx and represents the degree of MPB
curvature (SI Appendix, Note 1 and Fig. S1). For each of the
19 phase diagrams we estimated dx . Our objective is to iden-
tify BaTiO3-based solid solutions with smaller dx than in the
training set.
Features. Because the “verticality” of the MPB is closely related
to the choice of two end-member compositions, we used fea-
tures that couple the atomic, crystal chemistry and electronic
structure properties of T and R ends for regression (30–35).
Because polarization and strain are the primary and secondary
order parameters, respectively, of the electromechanically cou-
pled piezoelectric materials, we chose the following features:
(i) the unit cell volume difference between the T and R ends,
∆Vol = VT − VR, where VT and VR are the unit cell volumes
of the T and R ends; (ii) tf , defined by tf =
RAT
RBR
, where RAT is the
weighted average ionic radii of the A site ion at the T end andRBR
is the weighted average ionic radii of the B site ion at the R end;
(iii) the ionic displacements for the T (δDT ) and R (δDR) ends,
respectively, taken from the work of Balachandran et al. (33);
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(iv) the ratio of the effective nuclear charge between the A site
ion at the T end and B-site ion at the R end, renc , defined by
renc =
AencT
BencR
; and (v) the ratio of electronegativities between
the A site ion at the T end and B-site ion at the R end,
ren , defined by ren =
AenT
BenR
. Each end member composition
is uniquely described as a weighted fraction of each of these
features.
Chemical design space. Our strategy is to combine Ca2+-doped
BaTiO3 (T end) with Sn4+- or Zr4+-doped BaTiO3 (R end) to
give rise to a solid solution with an MPB whose curvature can be
tuned by varying the relative concentrations of Ca2+, Sn4+, or
Zr4+ cations. We considered two pseudobinary ceramic systems:
(i) x (Ba1−mCam)TiO3−Ba(ZrnTi1−n)O3 (xBCT–BZT) and (ii)
x (Ba1−mCam)TiO3−Ba(SnnTi1−n)O3 (xBCT–BTS) and our
objective is to find an optimal m and n such that the curvature of
the MPB in the ceramic is minimized. For Ca2+, the lower limit
for m is set at 18% to maintain the pure C-to-T transition and
the upper limit is at 50%, above which secondary phases begin to
appear, that is, 18% ≤ m ≤ 50%. Similarly, for Sn4+ and Zr4+,
the range for n is 10% ≤ n ≤ 30% and 15% ≤ n ≤ 30%, respec-
tively, to ensure a pure C-to-R transition. The resolution of our
experiments allowed control of m and n compositions to 1%,
giving rise to a total chemical space of 1,222 potential phase dia-
grams. Of these 19 are already known or reported, which served
as our training data (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S1), and
none of the 19 had a vertical MPB resembling that of Pb-based
piezoelectrics. The remaining phase diagrams formed a virtual
space consisting of 1,203 potential samples to be explored (SI
Appendix, Note 2). At least 6 to 14 unique x compositions (SI
Appendix, Fig. S2) need to be synthesized for one phase diagram
for given m and n . This significantly expands our total number
of experiments to 7,800 to 18,200 compositions to be explored,
representing a vast chemical and complex space, which becomes
even larger if the compositions are controlled to a higher
resolution.
Prior Knowledge. Our Bayesian design strategy is illustrated in
Fig. 2.
For over 50 years, Landau–Devonshire theory has been
widely used to reproduce phase diagrams for many piezo-
electrics and study their performance at the MPB. The m 3¯m
cubic symmetry of the paraelectric phase allows transforma-
tions to seven possible ferroelectric monodomain phases that
are characterized by different polarization vectors, p = np,
where n = {n1,n2,n3} is a unit vector in the direction of
polarization and p is its absolute value (14). Thus, the free
energy, g , of the ferroelectric system can be described by a
Landau polynomial that depends on the modulus of the polar-
ization vector (p) and the polarization direction (n), which is
given by
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whereαi , βi , and γi are coefficients that are materials-dependent
and determined from experiments. Coefficient β2(τ, x ) depends
on the temperature (τ) and composition (x ).
The polarization direction determines the stable ferroelectric
phase so that for tetragonal phase n = (0, 0, 1) and for rhombo-
hedral phase n = ( 1√
3
, 1√
3
, 1√
3
). The MPB is a phase boundary
between the T and R phase, where the two phases coexist and
Fig. 2. Bayesian learning for materials design. An initial experimental
dataset of 19 phase diagrams and features that are known to affect the
MPB serve as input to learning. The Landau functional form for MPB serves
as prior knowledge to constraint the model space. The resulting Bayesian
linear regression model relates phase boundaries (τMPB and τPF ) to materials
features, where τMPB and τPF are MPB and paraelectric-to-ferroelectric phase
boundaries, respectively. The model is trained and cross-validated with the
initial data. The trained model with updated prior and posterior distribu-
tions is applied to a dataset of unexplored phase diagrams to predict dx.
The “best” candidate with smallest dx is chosen for synthesis and character-
ization. We then augment the initial dataset with the newly measured dx
to update the inference model. The loop is repeated until the material with
the desired response is discovered.
are degenerate in energy, thus at the MPB (where τ = τMPB and
x = xMPB ), we require gT = gR. This gives
β2(τMPB , xMPB ) +
1
27
(24γ2 − γ3)peq2(τMPB , xMPB ) = 0, [2]
for the MPB, where peq is the equilibrium value of the polariza-
tion and β2(τ, x ) = ξ0(xMPB − x0) + 12ξ′0(xMPB − x0)2. It is also
known that p2 is proportional to the transition temperature τC
(36), that is, p2(τ, x ) = ρ(τ − τC (x )) (36), where ρ is a constant.
The MPB curve is then given by
τMPB = τC (x )− φ(ξ0(xMPB − x0) + ξ′0(xMPB − x0)2), [3]
where τC (x ) is the concentration dependence of Curie
temperature, x0 is the composition at the triple point,
φ = 27
27ξ+ρ(24γ2−γ3) , and ξ0, ξ
′
0 are coefficients for β2(τ, x ). We
now have a functional form (Eq. 3) for the MPB curves in our
phase diagrams, from which dx can be calculated.
Learning. The Landau functional form serves as the input to our
Bayesian regression approach to directly predict both MPB and
paraelectric–ferroelectric (PF ) phase boundaries based on the
aforementioned six features: (∆Vol , tf , δDT , δDR, renc , ren).
We consider quadratic forms for both the phase boundaries
(MPB and PF ): τMPB (x ) = ω1x2 + ω2x + C1 and τPF (x ) =
η1x
2 + η2x
2 +C2, where the coefficients (ω1, ω2,C1, η1, η2,C2)
are assumed to be dependent on the features. For example,
for the MPB, ω1 = fTζω1 with the corresponding regression
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coefficient vector ζω1. The feature vector f is constructed as a col-
umn vector using the six features and their products, for example,
ren , r2en and renrenc . This results in a feature vector with 27
components whose transpose is denoted as fT . From different
concentrations of x , the response τMPB on the MPB can be
estimated as τMPB = fTζω1x
2 + fTζω2x + f
TζC1 + σMPB =
[ fTx2, fTx , fT ]ζ + σMPB , where ζ = [ζω1; ζω2; ζC1 ] is the
regression vector with 81 coefficients, and σMPB denotes the i.i.d.
Gaussian noise. Similarly, the response on the PF boundary is
also estimated.
We assume a Gaussian prior distribution for ζ, which is fur-
ther constrained by the domain knowledge that (i) the two phase
boundaries intersect within a certain range of x and (ii) the MPB
is concave (ω1 < 0). Such linear constraints result in a truncated
Gaussian distribution for ζ, from which a posterior distribution
is learned using the initial training set of 19 phase diagrams. The
posterior is also a truncated Gaussian distribution, which does not
allow for an analytical solution for the distribution of response
(e.g., yMPB ) on the phase boundaries. Instead, we draw random
samples from the learned posterior distribution of ζ and then use
the resulting samples to predict the ensemble of phase bound-
aries. We then calculate the change of x , denoted by dx , along
each MPB when the temperature decreases by 100 K from room
temperature (298 K). From the resulting ensemble of dx , we cal-
culate its mean and uncertainties. The measured vs. predicted dx
(along with uncertainties) from the training data are shown in SI
Appendix, Fig. S3. Our Bayesian linear regression model performs
reasonably well on the training data. Based on this model, we then
use the randomly drawn samples of ζ to predict the ensemble of
phase boundaries and dx for each candidate material in the “vir-
tual dataset” (see SI Appendix, Note 3 for more details). In addi-
tion, we filtered out materials whose predicted triple points are
below 298 K.
The combination of m and n with the smallest predicted mean
value dx is chosen as the best candidate for experimental vali-
dation. For the BTS system, the best candidate is BTS-m50-n30.
However, its predicted triple point is below 298 K and the
predicted dx is relatively larger than that for compound BZT-
m50-n30, the best candidate identified for the BZT system.
Thus, the Bayesian learning recommended BZT-m50-n30 for
experimental synthesis.
We also used a data-driven approach (6, 29) that does not
use any a priori knowledge of the functional forms of the phase
boundaries. Additional details are given in SI Appendix, Notes 4
and 5 and Table S2. We note that they also pointed to choosing
the BZT-m50-n30 compound for the next experiments.
Experimental Synthesis and Feedback. We synthesized BZT-m50-
n30 using the conventional powder processing route (Methods).
The transition temperatures were determined by dielectric per-
mittivity () vs. temperature (T ) curves for a total of nine dif-
ferent compositions, x , from which we constructed the phase
diagram. In Fig. 3A we show the experimental phase diagram
(dots) and overlay it with the predicted phase boundaries from
the Bayesian linear regression model (shown as lines). We find
excellent agreement between the two curves. The experimen-
tal data from our newly reported phase diagram for BZT-m50-
n30 was then augmented to the training set and we retrained
the models, now using 20 data points to perform a second iter-
ation of our loop. We found that our Bayesian learning picked
the same compound BZT-m50-n30 from the given virtual set.
The estimated dx from the updated model does not change much
from the previous estimate but the uncertainties are significantly
reduced (Fig. 3B). We conclude that BZT-m50-n30 represents
the optimal material available to us among similar piezoelectrics
within the BaTiO3 family of compounds explored in this work.
The dx of 0.1458 for BZT-m50-n30 is a 15% improvement over
the best-known training sample BZT-m10-n20.
A
B
Fig. 3. (A) Predicted (solid lines) vs. experimental (dots) phase diagram for
BZT-m50-n30 from Bayesian linear regression. The blue and red solid lines
show the mean phase boundaries, and the blue and red dashed lines mark
the 95% confidence intervals. (B) Updated Bayesian linear regression model
after augmenting the experimental BZT-m50-n30 data. Notice the reduction
in uncertainties (dashed lines) for the updated model.
In Fig. 4A we compare the best-known compound with our
newly found system. Having designed BZT-m50-n30 with a rel-
atively vertical MPB, we measured its temperature-dependent
d33 response for the MPB composition. Results comparing BZT-
m50-n30 with the most widely studied BZT-m10-n20 are shown
in Fig. 4B. We find that the d33 for BZT-m50-n30 is rela-
tively less sensitive to temperature compared with BZT-m10-
n20; however, its absolute value of 85 pC/N is much lower than
that for BZT-m10-n20 (500 to 600 pC/N) (Fig. 4B, Inset). Even
though we achieved our design target for better MPB vertical-
ity, it was at the expense of a relatively small d33. To this end,
our work points to the need for developing strategies that can
search for optimal compounds that simultaneously satisfy two
objectives: (i) a vertical phase boundary and (ii) large d33 and
polarization response.
Density Functional Theory. We performed density functional the-
ory (DFT) calculations within the generalized gradient approx-
imation (37) as implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO (38) to
glean insights into why our BZT-m50-n30 compound has a
smaller d33 and polarization compared with the Ba(Zr0.2Ti0.8)
O3−x (Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3 system (17) (Methods). The solid solu-
tions were treated within the virtual crystal approximation (39),
which has been shown to reproduce, with reasonable accuracy,
the ground-state properties of ferroelectric solid solutions (40).
We chose two systems, Ba(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3−x (Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3
(17) and BZT-m50-n30 predicted in this work, whose
MPB compositions correspond to Ba0.85Ca0.15Ti0.9Zr0.1O3
(BCTZ1) and Ba0.9Ca0.1Ti0.74Zr0.26O3 (BCTZ2), respectively.
13304 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1607412113 Xue et al.
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We computed the total energy difference for different crystal
symmetries and spontaneous polarization from the Berry phase
(41) method.
Our results show that in BCTZ1 composition the total energy
differences (∆E) between cubic to tetragonal, orthorhombic,
and rhombohedral phases are −17, −20 and −22 meV/f.u.,
respectively (Table 1). The negative sign indicates that the low-
temperature ferroelectric phases have lower energy than that for
the high-temperature cubic phase, in agreement with the exper-
imental phase diagram. The spontaneous polarization ∆Ps for
tetragonal, orthorhombic, and rhombohedral phases are calcu-
lated as 35, 38.4, and 38.2 µC/cm2, respectively. However, in
our newly found MPB composition BCTZ2, the ∆E for cubic
to tetragonal, orthorhombic, and rhombohedral phases are−0.6,
−0.3 and−0.5 meV/f.u., respectively. In addition, ∆Ps for tetrag-
onal, orthorhombic, and rhombohedral phases are 0.07, 0.05, and
0.06 µC/cm2, respectively.
To further understand the underlying reason for smaller polar-
ization and d33 in our material we also calculated the ferroelec-
tric properties for a new composition, Ba0.9Ca0.1Ti0.9Zr0.1O3
(BCTZ3). Note that in this composition we decreased the Zr4+
concentration from 0.26 to 0.10. The DFT results are given in
Table 1 and the ferroelectric properties for this hypothetical sys-
tem compare favorably with BCTZ1. Therefore, the inferior d33
we observe in BCTZ2 is attributed to the higher concentration
of Zr4+ cation in the solid solution. Increase in concentration of
Zr4+ usually induces polar nano-regions, resulting in relaxor-like
behavior (42). More importantly, high concentration of dopants
can also pin domain wall motion (43). Thus, the overall polariza-
tion of the system decreases, as seen in our DFT calculations.
A
B
Fig. 4. Results from experiment. (A) Phase diagram of newly found BZT-
m50-n30 system, comparing with that of best in the training set. (B) The
temperaturedependenceofnormalizedd33 for thenewlyfoundBZT-m50-n30
system, compared with the best in the training set. (Inset) Measured d33 data
as a function of temperature for BZT-m50-n30 and best in the training set.
Table 1. Comparison of the total energy difference (∆E, in
millielectron volts per formula unit) and spontaneous polarization
(∆Ps, in µC/cm2) for the tetragonal (T), orthorhombic (O), and
rhombohedral (R) ferroelectric phases from DFT calculations with
respect to the paraelectric cubic (C) phase
Materials ∆EC→T ∆EC→O ∆EC→R ∆PTs ∆P
O
s ∆P
R
s
BCTZ1 −17 −20 −22 35 38.4 38.2
BCTZ2 −0.6 −0.3 −0.5 0.07 0.05 0.06
BCTZ3 −21 −25 −26 36.8 39.8 39.7
BCTZ1, BCTZ2, and BCTZ3 correspond to Ba0.85Ca0.15Ti0.9Zr0.1O3,
Ba0.9Ca0.1Ti0.74Zr0.26O3 (our MPB composition), and Ba0.9Ca0.1Ti0.9Zr0.1O3,
respectively.
Discussion
We have shown how to rapidly optimize the composition space in
the search for new BCT–BZT and BCT–BTS solid solutions with
desired MPBs. Given a vast virtual space of 1,203 solid solutions
to choose from for experiments, our strategy found the optimal
material in one iteration. We attribute this to the choice of fea-
ture sets and domain knowledge that led to the formulation of
a predictive model for optimizing the MPB curvature as a func-
tion of chemical compositions. As noted earlier, few models exist
in the literature for guiding the next experiments for targeted
piezoelectric properties. Our work, thus, serves not only as a tem-
plate for engineering the MPB curvature in other Pb-free piezo-
electrics [e.g., KNbO3 solid solutions (44)] but can be applied
to optimizing properties of other materials, where physical the-
ories or domain knowledge in the form of functional forms or
inequalities exist for predictive modeling. Furthermore, our pre-
diction for the BZT-m50-n30 compound has led to the investi-
gation of a previously unexplored composition space (in terms
of m and n), demonstrating the potential of our approach in the
search for new materials that depart from those represented in the
training data.
Our training dataset contained both Zr and Sn cations. Our
analysis has shown that Zr has a stronger tendency for realizing
a vertical MPB relative to the Sn-based solid solutions. In terms
of the Shannon’s ionic radii (32), Zr4+ and Sn4+ are 0.72 and
0.69 A˚, respectively, with only a 0.03-A˚ size difference within the
hard sphere model. Our DFT calculations for the bulk BaZrO3
and BaSnO3 perovskites in the constrained rhombohedral R3m
symmetry also do not show any appreciable difference in the
ferroelectric properties (33). We also know from Landau the-
ory that γ2 in Eq. 1 stabilizes the T phase with respect to the R
phase, whereas γ3 stabilizes the R phase relative to the T phase,
thereby influencing the relative tilting affecting the MPB curva-
ture (16). Although d33 is generally large in the vicinity of the
MPB, and a given degree of tilting can result from free ener-
gies with different degrees of anisotropy, the latter are difficult to
relate directly. In addition, the separation of the tricritical points
about the triple point on the paraelectric-to-ferroelectric transi-
tion boundary also influences the magnitude of d33. Thus, more
theoretical work and additional experiments are required to clar-
ify the role of dopants on piezoelectric properties.
An important aspect of our work has been to show how
a Bayesian approach can be formulated for materials design.
Considering the limited experimental data and complex func-
tional relationships among materials descriptors and properties,
Bayesian approaches driven by scientific knowledge offer the
means to constrain the model space and can lead to robust pre-
dictions. Domain knowledge, such as the Landau functional form
and the constraints on phase boundaries in this study, helped
in navigating the search space by suitable prior construction so
that the desired composition could be achieved in a few tri-
als. However, the data-driven approach using widely available
regression methods encodes domain knowledge largely in the
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feature selection. With the latter method, we used an addi-
tional design step with uncertainties to guide the next experi-
ment, and this is important if datasets are small and we need
to explore a large unknown search space. Nevertheless, both
approaches promise to play a crucial role in realizing a goal of
the materials genome initiative (1), which is to minimize the
number of experiments required to find materials with targeted
properties.
Methods
Ceramic samples were synthesized using a solid-state reaction. Calcining was
performed at 1,350 ◦C and sintering (in air) at 1,450 ◦C. Phase diagrams were
determined from dielectric permittivity ()–temperature (T) curves and d33
was measured using a Berlingcourt-type meter for poled samples. For DFT cal-
culations, core and valence electrons were generated using the Opium code
(45) with a plane-wave cutoff for wavefunctions of 60 and kinetic energy
240 Ry. Details are given in SI Appendix, Note 6.
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